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A Little background

• I’ve nearly always ridden a cycle
• Until I learnt to drive at 17!
• I went to work at (then) Road Research 

Laboratory
• For 15 years I worked on mini roundabouts, bus 

systems, lorry routing & urban traffic control
– but not all at once!
– I collected data, analysed it and wrote FORTRN 

programs 
– but I did, for most of that time, cycle to work, 

although I never worked directly on cycling issues



A little background

– I’ve a copy of Roadcraft from 1967
– a hardback copy of the 1965 ‘Traffic in Towns Report’, 
– and even, dare I say it, 
– reached the finals of “The Civil Service Motorist of the 

Year” in 1982!
– you should not hear me use the word Motorist or 
Cyclist again today!

• BUT I did become very environmentally aware 
after 1973
– and I moved to a new field in Cambridge in 1985.
– (where I was now ‘normal’ as I cycled.)

• From 1995 I’ve campaigned with the Cambridge 
Campaign and Sustrans



First steps

• In 1995 I  proposed a ‘green field’ route from a 
cluster of 3 villages several miles from Cambridge
– To main regional hospital (Addenbrooke’s) and on to town
– alternative a busy fast and/or unlit roads with difficult 

junctions
– County Officials said: Would people use it?

• Even when I thought it was agreed
– the ‘Green brigade’ (I thought I was one…) got the width 

reduced (no tarmacing over the green belt) to 2m
– yet we built the equivalent of 60kms of ‘cycle routes’ in 

creating P&R car parks for a mere 3k cars on the green 
belt!

• Of course people used it! It opened  in 2005





First steps

• Now it carries over 1,000 cycle trips per day

• People go 2 miles to hospital on mobility scooters

• Children learn to ride (balance bikes) with 
grandparents watching

• the trains!

• It is the 10,000th mile of the National Cycle 
Network (Genome path)

• Has a Streetfilms video



Working with Others

• I spent several years on Board of CycleNation

• Talked to some local groups

– advocacy not adversarial

– encourage those new to cycling

– rather than ‘help’ existing ones?

• Reach out to ‘Opinion Formers‘

– Cambridge Cycling Campaign Newsletter goes to many 
Councillors, Officers in LAs etc

– Also to largest employers, libraries and doctors surgeries
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Not enough Space for Cycling:
Hills Road Bridge, Cambridge



Not enough Space for Cycling:
Reduce the speed & volume of (motor) traffic

• Twenty’s Plenty
– Led by City Council
– Average speed reductions ‘small’ !!!

• Lies, damn les & statistics

• Free commuter car parking
– 100+ cars on just one road

• Some get a Brompton out of the boot!

– It isn’t just about making space for cycling on 
residential roads within the City

– I won’t, today, be giving a lecture on queuing theory, 
but:



Not enough Space for Cycling:

A ‘No Cycling Day’ for Cambridge!

• I proposed this in 1998
– If all those in Cambridge who normally cycle but 

had access to a car then drove…

– there would be chaos

– but if just 10% of those who drove then cycled (or 
used public transport)

– there would be no congestion

• Others have suggested the idea
– But I claim to be the first



A 13 million pound scheme?
for Cambridge

• A cycling and walking route through Cambridge along the 
rail corridor
– on traffic free paths or quiet roads

• Often using Network Rail land

– grade separated at major road crossings
– a new £4 million river bridge

• First proposed in 1998
– Added to Local Plan in 2005
– Feasibility study in 2009
– To be funded by ‘Greater Cambridge City Deal’

• I need to be a bit ‘humble’

– It has been called ‘The Chisholm Trail’…





Public consultation now
Planning permission next year?
Open in 2018?



Questions?

• Some URLs

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTO49pufD8
k (Hills Road Bridge)

– http://www.streetfilms.org/ (just search for 
Cambridge)

– http://www.gccitydeal.co.uk/citydeal/info/2/trans
port/1/transport/6 (The Chisholm Trail)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTO49pufD8k
http://www.streetfilms.org/
http://www.gccitydeal.co.uk/citydeal/info/2/transport/1/transport/6

